
Work Habits & 
Schedule Flexibility

AREAS OF STUDY

The ACT Framework helps teams filter insights into action. The findings 
listed here map back to the 2022 State of the Workplace report.

To leverage the ACT Framework:

Acquire Context
Understand your organization’s data in the context of employee feedback, 
organizational change, business demands and market stressors. 

Communicate Findings
Share findings with your workforce to create a culture of transparency, 
trust and accountability, and collaborate on acceptable solutions. 

Take Action
Listen (acquire context) and share (communicate findings), to prime your 
workforce for action. 

https://www.activtrak.com/resources/reports/2022-state-of-the-workplace/


Routines matter. Employees with consistent start times 
appear to be more productive than their peers

Acquire Context

Acquire Context

Communicate Findings

Take Action

Determine if set hours are a fit for your remote/hybrid/in-office culture

Understand if your workforce is working efficiently

Determine if higher degrees of efficiency or longer hours are contributing to feelings
of burnout

Share the range of routines with your workforce

Develop a set of routines that meet your business’ operating needs

Understand what routines your employees currently have and how they impact daily 
operations

Brainstorm how different routines may impact work and how to balance flexibility with 
accountability?

Set expectations that employees should communicate their availability status to colleagues
via tools such as Slack, Teams and Google Workspace

Discuss the best ways to indicate routine preferences

Finding

Employees are working shorter hours with greater 
efficiency

Finding



Communicate Findings

Communicate Findings

Share your observations on total work hours, productivity efficiency and burnout sentiment

Share your observations regarding weekend work

Reset expectations: either give employees permission to work less on the weekend;
or encourage employee-manager discussions to identify other ways to get work done
during the week

Reach out to employees who consistently work weekends to better understand what
is driving this need 

Take Action

In addition to productivity goals, set goals for efficiency to reduce long work hours

Employees reduced their weekend working hours, showing 
potential signs of work-life balance improvement

Finding

Acquire Context

Understand how your workforce regards occasional weekend work

Determine if your leadership team expects this type of behavior 

Figure out what percent of your workforce consistently works 2+ hours on weekends;
evaluate burnout risk and engagement sentiment

Take Action

Celebrate decreases in weekend work and continue to promote  more balanced working 
habits (caution: be sure the decrease in weekend work isn’t simply leading to an increase
in weeknight evenings)



For employees who continue to work on  weekends: express your appreciation and support, 
and work together to devise a solution to promote greater work/life balance

Schedule flexibility limits employees' ability to connect 
with each other throughout the day

Finding

Acquire Context

Understand if employees struggle with the availability of their colleagues on a routine basis 

Determine which time zones may be most disadvantaged by the common core hours of the 
larger workforce

Communicate Findings

Identify the primary hours when the entire team is “on” within a given time zone

Share expectations for what “core hours” should be

Take Action

Establish operating standards and policies to allow for routine flexibility balanced with 
accountability

Integrate “core hour” expectations in the onboarding and performance management 
processes

Operate by example across your leadership team



How to align workforce schedules that balance employee 
flexibility with operational and collaboration needs

Define organization-wide, team-wide 
and individual-specific community 
agreements around flexibility

Hold leaders accountable to following 
desired social norms and policies

Create a space for people to 
communicate openly about at-home 
scheduling conflicts, challenges and 
needs

Empower employees to raise their 
hand and seek support where 
scheduling support is needed

Develop a mechanism to understand 
schedule habits to inform policy 
refinement, manager coaching 
opportunities and organization-wide 
operating principles

Leverage status features in 
communication tools

Keep the conversation going to allow 
for modifications and adjustments to 
norms and policies

Train managers on how to engage in 
coaching discussions with teams and 
employees

Host Ways of Working discussions 
across all teams to include project-
based teams, leadership peers, etc.
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Productivity Lab Leading Practices

https://www.activtrak.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Ways-of-Working-Facillitation-Guide.pdf
https://www.activtrak.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Ways-of-Working-Facillitation-Guide.pdf


Workload Balance
& Utilization Levels

AREAS OF STUDY

The ACT Framework helps teams filter insights into action. The findings 
listed here map back to the 2022 State of the Workplace report.

To leverage the ACT Framework:

Acquire Context
Understand your organization’s data in the context of employee feedback, 
organizational change, business demands and market stressors. 

Communicate Findings
Share findings with your workforce to create a culture of transparency, 
trust and accountability, and collaborate on acceptable solutions. 

Take Action
Listen (acquire context) and share (communicate findings), to prime your 
workforce for action. 

https://www.activtrak.com/resources/reports/2022-state-of-the-workplace/


There is an immediate opportunity to increase the 
percentage of employees in the healthy workload zone

Employees with healthy work habits do not deviate 
from these habits for more than two days at a time

Acquire Context

Acquire Context

Ask questions about what resources may be needed 

Determine what resources are needed to get work done well in a reasonable amount of time 
and alleviate overutilization

Reach out to affected individual(s) to check  how they are feeling about their work [and what 
you can do to help?]

Remove obstacles or friction that could cause delays or frustrations

Finding

Findings

Communicate Findings

Acknowledge that employees feel stressed

Take Action

Empower employees to advocate for themselves when they begin to feel burnout

Track benchmarks and set realistic goals to maintain healthy utilization levels for at least 
80% of employees

Leverage data to advocate for the resources your employees need



Communicate Findings

Communicate Findings

Hold regular 1-on-1s with each employee to sync on project deliverables, discuss possible 
sources of frustration and offer coaching tips

Show gratitude for employees’ hard work and empathy for the pressure created by tight 
deadlines

Explore ways to relieve workload pressure with approval from key stakeholders

Take Action

Take Action

Collaborate on plans to redistribute responsibilities and workloads

Recommend that employees take 10 minutes of break time for every 1 hour of productive 
time per day to avoid fatigue

Award a half day-off to  overutilized individuals and teams to help them reset for resuming 
a healthy pace 

Commit to providing support and working towards a solution within a clear period of time

Employees at the greatest risk of hours-based burnout 
spend more than 75% of the year in an overutilized state

Findings

Acquire Context

Ask questions to expand your awareness of potential sources of stress

Identify any competing deadlines or responsibilities you may not be accounting for in resource 
allocation



How to support individuals and teams in doing their
best work by prioritizing sustainable productivity
and well-being

Invest time and attention in your team 
members

Advocate for the resources your team 
needs

Promote transparency and problem 
solving

Familiarize yourself with the causes and 
signs of common types of burnout and 
learn how to prevent or mitigate their 
impact
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https://www.activtrak.com/solutions/burnout/employee-burnout-signs/
https://www.activtrak.com/solutions/burnout/employee-burnout-signs/


Workplace Focus & 
Distractions

AREAS OF STUDY

The ACT Framework helps teams filter insights into action. The findings 
listed here map back to the 2022 State of the Workplace report.

To leverage the ACT Framework:

Acquire Context
Understand your organization’s data in the context of employee feedback, 
organizational change, business demands and market stressors. 

Communicate Findings
Share findings with your workforce to create a culture of transparency, 
trust and accountability, and collaborate on acceptable solutions. 

Take Action
Listen (acquire context) and share (communicate findings), to prime your 
workforce for action. 

https://www.activtrak.com/resources/reports/2022-state-of-the-workplace/


The average workday consists of many brief focus 
sessions, as opposed to longer periods of deep work.

Collaboration tools are the number one source for focus 
disruptions. Employees spend substantial time in 
collaboration and multi-tasking activities throughout 
the day.

Acquire Context

Acquire Context

Check with employees in 1-on-1s and team meetings to learn if they can  work free of 
distractions when it’s most critical

Ask employees if collaboration tools inhibit their ability to get work done

Explore whether multi-tasking and distractions during meetings pose challenges for individuals

Find out what may be causing disruptions throughout the day

Finding

Findings

Communicate Findings

Discuss what type of disruptions are getting in the way of work

Brainstorm solutions to minimize distractions and limit them to certain times of the day (or 
eliminate them altogether)

Take Action

Experiment with new strategies to unlock longer periods of focus time, collecting feedback 
and data along the way (see ideas below)



Determine what meeting and collaboration fatigue mean to individuals and how they 
impact them

Communicate Findings

Share the extent to which collaboration tools disrupt work and hinder focus time

Brainstorm solutions that include allocating specific times for collaboration and using 
asynchronous vs. synchronous communication for various topics

Communicate new collaboration norms across the team and model what they may look like

Take Action

Implement collaboration norms and policies across the team

Document norms for new hires, team members and individuals outside the team

Collect feedback to understand how employees adapt to norms, whether adjustments need 
to be made and if things are improving

How to unlock focus opportunities for employees and help 
manage common workplace distractions

Block calendar with dedicated focus 
time

Establish a framework for deciding 
what type of communication 
(asynchronous vs. synchronous) is the 
best fit various scenarios

Hold Ways of Working Discussions 
(blog and facilitation guide)

Identify any unnecessary, redundant, or 
distracting processes and address 
related inefficiencies through training 
and development opportunities
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https://www.activtrak.com/blog/ways-of-working-team-discussion/
https://www.activtrak.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Ways-of-Working-Facillitation-Guide.pdf


Meeting fatigue can be a result of:

Unclear decisions, accountability and ownership

Lack of meeting direction, objectives and outcomes

Discomfort with video presence

Inadequate expectation-setting and alignment

Inability to be heard/acknowledged in a virtual setting

Imparities as a result of pre-existing work relationships
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More from the Productivity Lab

Helping Everyone, 
Everywhere Work Wiser

The Productivity Lab’s purpose is to help organizations leverage people, 
process and technology data to improve sustainable workplace 
productivity. We utilize insights from across our customer base to identify 
trends, strategies and obstacles in today’s ever-changing work 
environment. Our findings are expanded through market research and 
strategic alliances.

As a global center for productivity research and expertise, we are 
committed to helping organizations evolve, embrace and embody 
the future of work.

Stay plugged in for the latest: 

Articles & Reports Templates & Tools Webcasts 

https://www.activtrak.com/productivity-lab/
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